TELANGANA STATE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION: HYDERABAD
GROUP-II SERVICES (GENERAL RECRUITMENT)
NOTIFICATION NO. 20/2015 and 17/2016

Web Note

It is to inform the candidates who have qualified for interview for the post falling under Group-II Services to exercise their web options. The Candidates are directed to exercise their Web Options as per detailed vacancy position (Unreserved and Local) which will be available on Commissions website.

Candidates shall exercise their preference of POST and ZONE (web options) from 26/06/2019. It is mandatory to exercise POST and ZONE preferences by way of web options. Candidates are advised to give Web options as per their eligibility for the posts. Selections of candidates will be based on the preference of POST and ZONE for which options are given by the candidates, web options once submitted cannot be changed. In view of the above the candidate should show utmost care while exercising web options as these web options will be considered for final selection.

The web options should be completed by the candidates on or before the date of Interview, failing which candidate will be disqualified for further selection process. They shall give an undertaking that web options were exercised (i.e., Declaration form of web options) and that they are aware that they will not be considered for the posts for which they have not exercised web options. Candidate should submit copy of the undertaking of the web options, Hall Ticket, Acknowledgement of Certificate Verification and any original ID proof when they attend for interview.

Date:25/06/2019
Hyderabad

Sd/-
Secretary